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Abstract— Modern World has Deep Penetration of Smart-

phones that provides Associate in Nursing larger vary of 
multimedia system content process like video capturing, 

audio process etc. This Application supports Associate in 

Nursing live sharing of video content to Associate in 

Nursing multiple user World Health Organization is multi-

hops away. It’s supported peer- peer communication 

between mobile phones i.e The Live info captured by the 

mobile sensors like camera, electro-acoustic transducer with 

one who is multiple hops away, might share his video 

content to multiple users. during this System the RTSP and 

RTP protocol is employed for Transmit and Receiving and 

H.264 format is employed for encryption and decryption the 

video. 
Keywords: Android Multi Hops Video Streaming, Wireless 

Network 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Currently a majority of good phones square measure 

equipped with each hardware that supports period video 

process and ad-hoc wireless communication between peers 

and this permits period video streaming over multiple 
wireless hops between peer devices. a wireless multi-hop 

video streaming application for the robot primarily {based} 

mobile devices (including robot based pill PCs). This 

application permits users to capture live video victimization 

camera on mobile devices, and to share this video feed with 

folks near employing a free- of-charge wireless mesh 

network. Routing protocols is put in to facilitate the multi-

hop communication to travel on the far side one hop. In 

application state of affairs during which an individual 

streams live video of a concert to friends near over the 

wireless mesh network of phones, while not being caught by 

the big-ticket itinerant bill. we tend to value the bestowed 
peer-to-peer video streaming application in an exceedingly 

sort of experiments. In these experiments we tend to show 

feasibleness of peer-to-peer video streaming for varied 
generations of robot phones and additionally value 

performance of varied video coding and decryption 

schemes. 

For use the applying we'd like to hitch same 

wireless network.at sender’s finish video square measure 

keep in app queue, then it encoded and transmit on the 

network. at receiving finish information received by 

receiver, and keep in app queue ,after storing it decoded and 

show on receiver devices 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Now a day’s most of good phones area unit equipped with 

each hardware (that supports time period video processing) 

and ad-hoc wireless communication between peers and this 

permits time period video streaming over multiple wireless 

hops between peer devices. Phones at intervals 

communication vary or space of every alternative 

mechanically establish a wireless link making a shopper 

mesh network (ad-hoc network of devices). the amount of 

package area unit on the market in market like Team viewer. 
however the most issue is that needs a web connections.so 

value is needs for buying Data-packets and network 

conjetion occurred probabilities is a lot of victimisation web 

knowledge traffic will be overload. 

Many researchers area unit performing on rising 

the video transmission over wireless network via completely 

different approachesTable.2 shows some of the recent state 

of the art or contributions in this space, it is classified the 

video transmission schemes into 3 major schemes: 

1) Cross Layer style Schemes (CLDS) 

2) Multiple Descriptions cryptography Schemes (MDCS) 

3) Multipath Routing Schemes (MPRS) 
4) Resource Allocation Schemes (RAS) 

Author Proposed Method Gained Results Limitation(s) 

Kalvein 

Rantelobo, et 

al. 

[2012] 

1)- Create Combined Scalable 

Video Coding (CSVC) method 

that match the QoS of video 

streaming service on wireless 

channel 

(2)- Use Joint Scalable Video 

Model (JSVM) amendment 

standard. 

(1)-T his research proves that CGS 

and MGS mode on video 

transmission on wireless 

broadband network (WLAN IEEE 

802.11e) is implementable on NS2 

we ll. 

(1)-T his research proves that 

CGS and MGS mode on video 

transmission on wireless 

broadband network (WLAN 

IEEE 802.11e) is implementable 

on NS2 we ll 

Vinod 

B. and et al. 

[2013 

(1)-Without considering channel 

status Condition  

(2)-The video signal is encoded 

with the H.264 coding technique at 
the frame rate of 24 frames per 

second, with bit rate of 100kbps. 

(3)-Develop methods to take care 

of resource allocation in 

cooperative wireless sensor 

networks (CWSNs) 

From this simulation result, we 

observed that: rather than 

encoding the frame itself, the 
difference between current frame 

and the previous frame is 

encoded so that the amount of 

information transmitted will be 

drastically reduced 

(1)-The frames can be properly 

analysed to assign the security 

codes. 
(2)-Since energy is the crucial 

parameter in the cooperative 

wireless sensor networks, the 

resource allocated may be 

controlled using cross layer 

design based on the priority 
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Gopikrishnan. 

R[2014 

1)-proposed a novel MAC-level 

multicast protocol named REMP 

(2)-In REMP, AP selectively 

retransmits erroneous multicast 
frames and dynamically adjusts 

MCS under varying channel 

conditions based on the advanced 

feedback mechanism from 

multicast receivers. 

(3)- In addition, he proposed S-

REMP, an extended version of 

REMP , for efficient delivery of 

scalable video over IEEE 802.11n 

WLANs 

(1)- Via extensive simulation 
results, we proved the 

effectiveness of the proposed 

protocols enhances the reliability 

and efficiency of multicast 

transmissions in IEEE 802.11n 

WLANs 

conditions. 

In this work S-REMP to 

guarantee minimal video quality 

to all users in future work to 

guarantee a maximal video 

quality to all users 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
The Mobile Application is weakened into two major 

subsystems: First, the mobile client presents a wireless 

multi-hop video streaming application for mobile phones 

with the Android OS. Mobile phone sensors (camera, 

microphone) capture a video and with the assistance of this 

application, user can share live information with folks that 

could be multiple wireless hops away. Second, the video 
streaming is predicated on peer-to-peer communication 

between mobile phones (without the utilization of video 

processing servers or network infrastructure. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

Our “android multi-hops video streaming victimization 

wireless network” project is extremely attention-grabbing 

thought & we've learned a lot of concerning operating 

package development life cycle and package development. 
At this moment our project is completed and conjointly run 

with success. 

And Video streaming over Wi-Fi network 

application consumer on the golem platform. application 

permits users to capture live video victimization the mobile 

camera and to share these with folks that could be multiple 

wireless hops away. 

a prototype MultiChat, is developed on this 

framework, which enables users to possess real- time chat 

among nearby users in multi-hop way. 

developing a richer interface with additional 
features, like implementing multicast over multiple hops and 

allowing users to record video contents on local SD cards 

while streaming or forwarding. 

Like this, we have to use this System in anywere 
for video Streaming purpose. 
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